Abstract: Correlations between charged and neutral pions at high energies are investigated in the framework of a cluster model in which neutral clusters have a decay distribution determined by isospin conservation and statistical independence. For (n 0 )n_ an asymptotic expansion around the mean (n) leading asymptotically to a quadratic form in n_ is derived and compared with data.
Recent experiments [ 1, 2] have provided data on correlations between charged and neutral pions in inelastic high-energy scattering and it seems now worthwile to obtain representative fits for the various theoretical concepts.
In this note we study the cluster model [3] in which independently produced neutral clusters [4] decay isotropically in their rest frames. Following the standard picture with factorized momentum and mass dependence of the cluster formation one can write the generating function for the multiplicity distribution simply as 
G(z+,
where (N c) is the average number of central clusters. G D is the generating function for the decay, which is obtained after averaging over the cluster masses and which is assumed to be energy independent. To avoid many parameters the presence of the leading particles and the special behaviour of the fragmentation cluster is disregarded. Existing work [5 ] which only takes into account a fixed cluster decay multiplicity seems no longer compatible with data and one has to turn to a suitable multiplicity distribution [6] . For this purpose we assume an approximate Poisson distribution for the total cluster decay multiplicities. In order to determine the ratios of the various charged states we apply the statistical weights derived by Cerulus [7] for the decay probabilities for isospin zero clusters and obtain the following decay multiplicity distribution
where 3, is a single parameter describing the size of the clusters and N(3`) is the proper normalization. Eq. (2) then leads to the following generating function for the
where lo(x) is the modified Bessel function.
It is now sufficient to consider correlations between negative and neutral secondaries as the others can be obtained by charge conservation. Applying the appropriate differentiations to eq. (3) we find** * In eq. (3) an even and odd number of ~r ° contribute. One could assume that the clusters have vacuum quantum numbers, but the elimination of the states with negative G-parity does not significantly change the following results.
** The correlation integrals between negative pions, C k = 0 k , can be calculated using the multiplication theorem for Bessel function (see for example [8] ). It allows one to rewrite the numerator on the right hand side of eq. (3) as
Substituting the resulting expression in eq. (1) 
In order to obtain the parameter ), the ratio C__[(n) is used, which is estimated from the proton-proton data [1] above 50 GeV/e as C__/(n_) ~_ 0.7 + 0.1. In this way X is determined as ~ = 1.5 + 0.1, which corresponds to an average number of particles per cluster of (ntot)D = 2.8 + 0.3 ((n+) D = (n_) D = (n0)D)*, which is in agreement with other estimates [4] . Using this value of X the following asymptotic ratios can be calculated: C__ _/(n_) ~ 0.38 -+ 0.12 (at present energies not in agreement with experimental data [1 ] ), C_o/<n_> _~ 1.1 -+ 0.1 (not inconsistent with available data [9] ), C__0/<n_> ~_ 0.83 -+ 0.2 and Co0/<n_> _~ 1.3 + 0.2 (data not yet available)**. The results yield the following ordering of the two-particle correlation parameters:~C+_ > COO > C_ 0 > C_. Eqs. (4) imply the relation COO + C 0_ = C__ + C+_, which is also found (asymptotically) in the framework of other models [10, 11] .
The interrelation in the production of charged and neutral particles can also be examined with the associated average multiplicity, <n0> n _. For the analysis of this quantity it is convenient to exploit the fact, that asymptotic expansions around the mean are applicable, if the correlations are of short range, i.e. Ck(s) s-+ ** Ins [12, 13] . To expand (n0>n_ around <n_> we start with the following representation: 
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and proceed along the method described in ref. [13] , where the corresponding expansion for the multiplicity distribution P(n_) is derived. This way one ends up with the asymptotic expansion The purpose of this paper is to show that a model with isospin-zero clusters indeed reproduces the main features of the high energy correlation data. But because of the present experimental errors and as "asymptotia" is not yet reached many models [2, 3, 10, 14] are able to explain this set of data.
